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Dear: 

 

It has come to our attention that one of your warehouse lenders is requiring a number of our 

escrow agent licensees to employ the services of Secure Settlements Inc. (SSI), a New Jersey 

company that purportedly vets certain third party service providers and rates them based on 

the information they gather.  This “rating” is then considered by the warehouse lender who 

may determine what is or is not an appropriate rating.  Apparently the need for this service is 

based upon the recently issued CFPB Service Provider Bulletin 2012-03 which was intended 

to provide guidance to supervised banks and non-banks under Dodd-Frank regarding service 

providers. When we contacted the CFPB in Washington DC about this, we were told that the 

guidance was intended to encourage banks and non-banks to get to know their service 

providers and that it seemed to them that this recent practice goes beyond that. I also shared 

the information with Edwin Chow, the Western District Director of the CFPB. 

  

In addition to our privacy concerns, from our point of view, this vetting process makes no 

sense, especially in view of the fact that SSI specifically represents that title escrow agents 

need not be vetted.  According to SSI’s marketing materials “they [title escrow agents] have 

long-standing, trusted relationships with many warehouse banks and lenders”. In Washington 

we complete criminal and credit backgrounds checks on all escrow agent owners, the officers 

and directors, and individual escrow officers. We also periodically perform on-site 

examinations of their businesses and take appropriate enforcement action when they violate 

the law or rules. To justify their failure to recognize state licensing for vetting purposes, SSI 

claims that “Licensing agencies do not monitor license holders” or “discipline them after a 

bad act”. That is not true in Washington State or in our sister states that license escrow 

agents.  SSI’s decision not to apply the same standards for everyone appears to be a political 

decision rather than a decision likely to protect consumers.  

  

We certainly encourage our nonbanks to take steps to ensure they are doing business with 

honest service providers but adding unnecessary duplicative processes and their related costs 

to the system will eventually make mortgages more expensive for consumers without any 

additional benefit.  

  

I hope that you pass along our concerns to your warehouse lender and consider whether you 

have other lending options. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Deborah Bortner 

Director of Consumer Services 

 


